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Optical data processing has not achieved its potential of increased
capacity and speed compared with conventional electronic techniques
primarily for lack of a practical real-time image modulator and
because optical techniques have been almost exclusively limited to
linear operations. The research outlined in this report of a four year
research program attacks these issues by studying the implementation of
real-time nonlinear parallel-processing techniques. The various'.
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implementations studied all employ real-time liquid-crystal light valves.
These spatial light modulators were developed and specially modified for
these tasks by Hughes Research Laboratories. One approach we have
investigated was to modify and characterize the standard twisted-nematic
liquid-crystal devices and then to use them in a coherent optical dataprocessing apparatus using halftone masks custom designed at the
University oi Southern California. With the halftone mask technique, we
have demonstrated logarithmic nonlinear transformation, allowing us to
separate multiplicative images and perform homomorphic filtering. In
addition, a novel analog-to-digital converter, based on a modified purebirefringence liquid-crystal light valve, was developed and demonstrated.
It can perform parallel processing using incoherent light, and it
promises high data throughput rates. Furthermore, a novel device that
converts local light variations to local liquid-crystal phase grating
period variations has been fabricated and was evaluated and improved.,_
This device allowed nonlinear functions to be implemented directly wit out the need for specially made halftone masks. Besides nonlinear analog
functions, this device'has the demonstrated capability of performing
digital optical logic using the binary combinatory Boolian functions.
Much materials work remains to be done to produce stable, uniform
devices. The project was a cooperative joint effort with the University
of Southern California Image Processing Institute.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This final report presents progress made during a four-year program on
nonlinear real time optical signal processing.

The work includes both the

refinement and redesign, of already existing liquid crystal light valve (LCLV)
optical input transducer types and the development of new species of optical
transducers or spatial light modulators.

These transducers have been

employed in this research effort to produce a variety of demonstrations of
nonlinear parallel optical signal processing including applications to digital
optical logical computations.

This section describes the background and

motivation for the research project.

The research was done in close coopera-

tion with the Image Processing Institute at the University of Southern
California in conjunction with their closely related AFOSR program.
Optical data processing (ODP) has promised for two decades a vast
increase in processing capacity and speed, as compared with conventional
electronic techniques.

This promise has never been fulfilled for several

reasons, most notably because of the lack of a practical real-time spatial
light modulator, or light valve, and because optical techniques were almost
exclusively limited to linear operations.

These restrictions recently have

been removed by the development of the liquid-crystal light valve by Hughes
Research Laboratories (HRL) and the development of certain nonlinear parallelprocessing techniques utilizing halftone screens by the University of Southern
California (USC) Image Processing Institute.

Thus, it was important to deter-

mine how successfully nonlinear parallel-processing techniques could'be
implemented in real time with LCLVs.
The implementation and evaluation of these techniques have a -direct
relationship to current Air Force technology.

Pertinent Air Force interests

include multidimensional real-time signal and image processing with varied
applications including nonlinear filtering for trajectory control and guidance, "smart" sensing, picture processing, and bandwidth compression.

These

technologies could benefit substantially from the increased processing capacity
and speed that this research may ultimately yield.

I J

I
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Until now, specified nonlinear operations have been performed only with
great difficulty.

Coherent Fourier optical techniques are essentially

restricted to linear operations such as correlation, convolution, and filtering.

Electronic digital processing to produce nonlinear transformations is

possible, but only in a slow, serial fashion.

Certain nonlinearities can be

produced by special photographic techniques; but the speed, accuracy, reproducibility, and dynamic range of these techniques are limited.
We have pursued three different optical approaches to attempt to overcome these shortcomings.

The first makes use of special halftone screens to

modulate the input image, in conjunction with coherent optical processing to
desample in the Fourier plane.

This technique has made it possible to

implement nonlinear functions when selected orders of the halftone diffraction
patterns are examined by spatial filtering.

Sawchuk and Dashiell of USC have

shown, by using specially fabricated halftone screens, how a very wide class
of two-dimensional point nonlinear functions can be implemented with a large
dynamic range as a function of screen design and diffraction order.
nonlinearities can be continuous or discontinuous.

The

Operations such as taking

logarithms, exponentiation, level slicing, intensity bandstopping, and histogram equalization can be performed.

We have expanded the halftone screen

technique by substituting a real-time photo-modulated LCLV for the static
photograph recording medium.

We have successfully demonstrated a logarithmic

nonlinear transformation using this technique, indicating that this transformation is useful for homomorphic filtering applications.

In cooperation

with USC, we have studied the performance potentials and limitations of this
implementation and how to iteratively modify and improve the LCLV and halftone
masks.

Limitations due to device hysteresis, poor threshold sharpness, tem-

perature sensitivity, and nonuniformity, though manageable, caused us to seek
alternative methods to the halftone screen technique.
The second method studied for overcoming the limitations of serial or
photographic nonlinear processing employs an LC effect that can, when incorporated into a new type of light valve, automatically map local image inten-

sity variations into positions in Fourier space.
variable grating mode (VGM).

This effect is called the

Filtering and reconstructing can then yield

i
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many desired nonlinear transformations of the image without the need for
specially constructed halftone masks.

An additional parameter, the intensity,

is made available for processing in this scheme.

Using this technique, we

have demonstrated the analog operation of level slicing, or isointensity con-

j

touring, of a continuous-tone image.

Furthermore, recognizing that digital

logical operations are merely a special case of nonlinear operations, we
have demonstrated a unique, highly advantageous optical computing scheme

I

using this technique.

The VGM device itself is still in an early stage of

development, and much effort is still needed to develop it into a practical,

reliable optical spatial light modulator.
The third method investigated to achieve nonlinear transformations also
utilizes an LCLV.

In this approach, a pure birefringence light valve and

incoherent light are used to produce a unique analog-to-digital (A/D) converter with high throughput.

This is a special case of the general technique

we investigated to exploit certain inherent nonlinearities of LCLVs.
The work performed in this period, in cooperation with the USC group,
has resulted in several technical publications.

In this report, we include

these papers at selected intervals in the text to provide additional technical detail for the interested reader, rather than repeating the material
in appendices.

The work is presented topically according to the three

broad approaches outlined above.
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SECTION 2
PROGRESS

A.

HALFTONE SCREEN PROCESSING

This method of generating nonlinear functions replaces the photographic
film, previously employed by Dashiell and Sawchuk at USC, with a standard
Hughes liquid crystal light valve operating in the Hybrid Field Effect Mode
in order to achieve real-time operation.
In this section we first describe the structure, operating principles,
and some operating characteristics of the standard liquid crystal light valve
(LCLV).

The structure of the present photoactivated LCLV is shown schemati-

cally in Figure 1.

It includes a sputter deposited CdS photoconductor, a

CdTe semiconductor light blocking layer, a multilayer dielectric mirror, and
a field-effect liquid crystal layer.

All of these are between indium-tin

oxide transparent electrodes that have been deposited on glass substrates.
A low-voltage (6 to 10 Vr)
ac drive voltage is impressed across the elecrms
trodes. Thin-films of quartz (SiO 2 ) are deposited on either side of the
liquid crystal layer to protect the liquid crystal from electrochemical
degradation.
The device operating principle is straightforward.

The thin-film

structure is designed to accept most of the drive voltage when the photoconductor is not illuminated; the portion of the voltage that falls across
the liquid crystal is below the activation threshold of the liquid crystal
Plectro-optic effect.

When light falls on the photoconductor, the photo-

conductor's impedance drops, thereby switching the voltage from the photoconductor onto the liquid crystal and driving the liquid crystal into its
activated state.
gate.

Thus, the photoconductor acts as a light-activated voltage

The high lateral impedance of the thin-films causes very little spread-

ing of the light or of its concommitant liquid-crystal electro-optic effect.
As a result, the light activation process is a high-resolution process, and
the device can accept photographic quality images for transfer to a coherent
beam of light.
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The Hybrid Field-Effect Liquid Crystal Electro-Optic Effect
The biphenyl nematic liquid crystals have positive dielectric anisotropy

and are operated in the field-effect mode.

The device combines the twisted

nematic effect (to create the black off-state) with the optical birefringence effect (to control the transmission of the coherent read-out
light in the on-state).

Hence, it is called the "hybrid field-effect light

valve."

The Hybrid Field-Effect Mode
The twisted nematic configuration used is not the 900 twist generally
Because the device operates in the reflection mode, it is impractical

used.

to put the polarizer between the dielectric mirror and the liquid crystal.
Therefore, the polarizer and the analyzer were both placed on the same side
of the liquid-crystal layer.

With this arrangement, the 900 twisted nematic

effect does not modulate the intensity of the light beam effectively (see
below).

As a result, we have developed a hybrid field-effect operating mode

which uses the 45

twisted nematic effect in the off-state and the pure

optical birefringence effect of the liquid crystal in the on-state.
To implement this approach, we fabricated the liquid crystal layer with
the liquid crystal molecules at the electrodes aligned with their long axes
parallel to the electrode surfaces, but with a 45 0 angle between the preferred alignment directions on the two electrodes.

As a result, molecules

across the thickness of the liquid crystal layer rotate through this 450 angle
in traversing the space between the electrodes.

jalignment and

This twist of the molecular

the intrinsic optical birefringence of the liquid crystal cause

the polarization direction of linearly polarized incident light to rotate
exactly through the twist angle.

Operation in the Hybrid Field-Effect Mode
As shown schematically in Figure 2(a), we placed a crossed polarizer/
*

analyzer pair between the light valve and the read-out light source.

The

polarizer was placed in the incident beam with its polarization direction

I
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oriented so that the polarization direction of the incident light is parallel
to the direction of liquid crystal alignment of the entrance electrode.

The

analyzer was placed in the reflected beam and oriented at 900, with respect
to the polarizer.

This provides a dark off-state, since after its first pass

through the liquid crystal layer

the polarization direction of the linearly

polarized incident light is rotated through 450.

But upon reflection from

the dielectric mirror, the light passes a second time through the liquid
crystal, and its polarization is rotated back to the direction of the incident light

where it is blocked by the crossed analyzer.

Thus, the off-state

of the device is determined entirely by the twisted nematic effect.
If we apply voltage and rotate the molecules completely to the perpendicular alignment (molecules perpendicular to the electrode surfaces), the
polarization of the read-out light is unaffected by the liquid crystal and
we have a dark on-state as well.

But between the off-state and the full

on-state there exists a voltage regime where the device will transmit light
due purely to the birefringence of the liquid crystal.

As voltage is applied

to the liquid crystal, the molecules begin to tilt toward the perpendicular
alignment (see Figure 2(b)).

In this orientation of the molecules (between)

parallel and perpendicular) the optical birefringence of the molecules will
affect the polarization of the light.

Since the light that emerges from the

device after reflection from the mirror at these intermediate voltages is no
longer linearly polarized, transmission occurs.

To maximize this transmis-

sion, we use a twist angle of 450 rather than the conventional 900 twist.
This is done because the effect of the voltage in the on-state of the device
on the twisted structure of the liquid crystal is to "snap" (i.e.,
twist spiral.

break) the

Half the molecules in the layer adopt the preferred alignment

direction associated with one electrode and the other half adopt the alignment direction associated with the other electrode.

As a result, the

polarization of the light makes an angle of 450 with respect to the molecules
in the second half of the cell.

This orientation maximizes the net bire-

fringence effect of the light valve.

At voltages less than that required to

snap the twist of the liquid crystal, the molecules tilt and thereby provide
partial transmission.

Hence the light valve is capable of continuous tone

image conversion.

13

Present Performance of the Hybrid Field-Effect Light Valve
The hybrid field-effect light valve, in the present configuration and
at its present level of development, has the following basic performance
characteristics:
2
I in.

*

Aperture size:

*

Sensitivity (full contrast):

100 VW/cm 2 at 525 nm

*

Resolution:

60 lines/mm at 50% MTF

*

Contrast:

>100:1

*

Excitation speed:

10 msec

*

Extinction speed:

15 msec

"

Reflectivity:

>90% (>99% if required)

*

Optical quality:

<1 wavelength at 6328

To perform nonlinear function transformations a hard clipping, sharp
threshold device with a linear, almost vertical transfer characteristic
would be ideal.

This ideal can be approach to some degree with a thicker

CdS photoconductor layer in the LCLV.

We have fabricated such a device and

have indicated the input/output characteristics of this thick CdS LCLV in
Figure 3;

in particular, the "on" and "off" states.

The 200 Hz curve, which

is somewhat steeper than the 2 kHz curve, shows a greater gamma.

Most impor-

tant is the remarkable difference in overall shape of the transfer characteristic.

It is known that deviations from linearity and sharp cutoffs at

the shoulders and toes will degrade device performance.

To what degree and

in what fashion have been studied in cooperation with USC by computer simulations.

The detailed results may be found in the thesis of Ahmad Armand, USC

EE Department, June 1979.

Logarithmic Transformation and Homomorphic Filtering

With the halftone mask technique

where a custom-designed screen is

used in conjunction with the LCLV to implement nonlinear functions in real

14
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time, the logarithmic function was used to transform multiplicative images
into additive ones. These images were then linearly optically filtered.
A half-tone screen designed at USC (see the corresponding report under
Grant AFOSR-77-3285) for matching the transfer characteristics of a wellbehaved light valve which showed little hysteresis was successfully used to
generate the logarithmic function over a dynamic range of two orders of
magnitude with an accuracy of ±10%, or 1-1/2 decades with an accuracy of ±5%.
The original transfer function and the generated logarithmic transfer function are in the semi-logarithmic plots in Figure 4. Experiments were
performed to demonstrate a real-time application of the logarithmic transformation by converting a multiplicative image into an additive one. The
optical Fourier transform spectrum of two perpendic,larly crossed (multiplied),
coarse, intensity gratings, tilted at 45 0 to the horizontal, is shown in the
upper portion of Figure 5. This was obtained by imaging the product of the
grating transmission on the light valve input in its normal mode of operation. This is the expected diffraction pattern of two crossed gratings;
"cross-terms" are visible in the corners of the square in the upper figure.
The pattern is not simply the sum of the diffraction patterns of the two
gratings. Operating the LCLV with a logarithmic transfer function (by
inserting the half-tone mask in series with the LCLV) transforms the multiplicative spectrum into an additive one. The lower portion of Figure 5 shows
the result of simply inserting the half-tone screen mask in series with the
input imaged on the LCLV (see Figure 6). The photographic exposure is equal
in both the upper and lower parts of Figure 5.

The Oth, Ist, and 2nd orders

indicated are diffraction orders of the fine periodicity half-tone mask. In
the Oth order, for which the mask was designed, cross terms are absent from
the crossed grating diffraction, which demonstrates the transformation from
multiplication to addition.
Further attempts at refining the logarithmic half-tone screen based on
the transfer function actually obtained from the first screen did not yield
any significant improvement.

The operating region was shifted toward the

low-intensity knee of the LCLV characteristic curve to lessen the optical
power required, but no improvement in dynamic range or linearity was
achieved.
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An experiment was performed that successfully demonstrated the concept
of homomorphic filtering.

A bar pattern simulating a video raster scanner

noise was multiplied with a continuous tone image.
7

can be seen as the vertical bars in Figure

(a).

This multiplicative noise
After taking the logarithm,

the noise is absent, the Fourier spectrum is greatly simplified, and the cross

Iterms

are removed.

Now the bar pattern can be easily filtered out by the

standard techniques of linear optical filtering in Fourier space.
process is called homomorphic filtering.

This

The resulting filtered image in

our example is shown in Figure 7(b).
Many problems surfaced regarding the standard LCLV, which, of course,
had originally been developed for use in display applications.

In its

intended applications, there was a greater tolerance for errors of temperature sensitivity, repeatability, and uniformity of response than can be
admitted in ODP applications.

Furthermore, for nonanalytic nonlinearities

with sharp jumps, a very sharp threshold LCLV transfer function would be
needed.

These LCLV problems are presently being addressed in separate

projects, and until they are resolved, no further halftone screen work with
the LCLV is recommended.

B.

NONLINEAR PROCESSING WITH LCLV NONLINEARITIES
As an example of performing nonlinear real-time optical processing

directly with the nonlinearities of LCLVs, we have demonstrated a parallel
A/D converter.

No halftone screen techniques are needed in this application.

The technique depends essentially on the quasi-sinusoidal transfer function
of a "pure birefringent" or "tunable birefringence" LCLV.

This A/D converter

does not need coherent light, and no Fourier processing is done.

The number

of bits is limited by the aperiodicity of the transfer function, and until
special schemes are found to rectify this characteristic, further work is not
recommended on this particular application.

We present below a reprint of a

paper published in Optics Letters with additional technical details, following
a brief description of the theory and operating characteristics of this
special LCLV employed in the A/D converter.
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Tunable Birefringent Light Valve Operation
This mode of light valve operation is employed in the parallel A/D
converter described later in this section.

The intrinsic nonlinearity of the

device is used to advantage for data processing.
The large anisotropy of refractive index in nematic liquid crystals can
be utilized directly to make a field-effect device.

The diagram in Figure 8

illustrates a tunable-birefringence ICLV in which a nematic of negative
dielectric anisotropy is aligned with its director essentially perpendicular
to the electrode surfaces.

In the off-state, plane-polarized incident light

travels down the optic axis of the liquid crystal, is reflected back, and is
absorbed by a crossed polarizer (analyzer).

When a field above a critical

threshold voltage (typically 3 to 10 V) is applied, the liquid crystal begins
to turn away from the direction of the applied field, and then it no longer
appears isotropic to the normal incident light. The liquid crystal film
shows a birefringence effect that increases with the applied voltage. This
introduces a large phase retardation so that a given wavelength of light
passes through the analyzer in a series of maxima and minima as the voltage
is increased.
Generally, the transmission of a birefringent (An) layer between cross
polarizers is expressed as

T -sin

where

e

2

sin 2

2
ddn sin

e

is the angle between the liquid-crystal optical axis and the incident

light, 0 is the angle between the input polarization and the direction of
the tilt of the liquid-crystal optical axis, and d is the cell thickness.

jThis

optical effect that the liquid crystal has on the light beam has been

treated as a function of the orientation of the liquid-crystal molecules.
However, if the liquid crystal has a positive dielectric anisotropy (the
dielectric dipole moment is parallel to the optical axis), a voltage above a
certain value will tilt the liquid-crystal molecules. This corresponds to a
0
change in the angle 6 (in the above case, from 900 to lower values), which
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means a change in the optical retardation and thus a change in the
transmission.

In general, the optical transmission is a multiple peaked

function of the applied voltage.

This is shown in Figure 9 for the trans-

mission of three different wavelengths in a test cell containing a Schiff
base nematic mixture of N-(p-methoxybenzylidene)-p-butylaniline.

The dif-

ferent colors, although not separated in their first transmission peak above
threshold, become better separated at higher voltages.

As a result, with

incident white light, the viewer sees no light below Vth at first.

Then,

gray, white, and a sequential series of Newton colors appear as the cell
voltage increases.

The optimum transmission effects are obtained when the

liquid-crystal director is realigned uniformly by the field with its 0 angle
at 450 with respect to the incident polarized light.

This can be accom-

plished by introducing a slight pre-tilt of the liquid crystal in that direction in the off-state.

The more monochromatic the light, the better defined

the modulation of transmission will be.
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Real-time parallel optical analog-to-digital conversion
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A technique for optically performing parallel analog-to-digital conversion on incoherent two-dimensional inputs
at real-time rates is described. The ystem uses a birefringent optical real-time input transducer combined with

a detector array and optical thresholding. Quantization and bit plane outputs are produced in parallel without

scanning. An experimental system with three-bit accuracy isdescribed.

The process of analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion is
the representation of continuous analog information in
sampled and quantized form. For one-dimensional
signals, any coding procedure that assigns to each signal
value a group of digits (bits) performs such an operation.
For digital processing of multidimensional signals and
images, the sampling, quantization, and digitization
must be performed on an array of data. We describe
here a technique of real-time incoherent nonlinear optical processing that performs two-dimensional A/D
conversion of images or other page-organized data in
parallel without the need for scanning. The method
relies on the nonlinear characteristics of real-time optical input devices, such as the Hughes liquid-crystal
light valve (LCLV) 1- 4 or the Itek Pockels readout optical modulator (PROM). 5
Optical A/D conversion has been achieved for single-point inputs by electro-optical methods 6 in real
time. Other techniques of nonlinear optical processing
have performed A/D conversions by halftoning methods, although not in real time.- 1
The LCLV, PROM, and many other real-time optical
input transducers rely on electro-optically controlled
birefringence to produce a spatially varying linear differential phase retardation along two axes of a crystal.

particular significant bit of the digitized image. The
solid-line curves of Fig. 1 show the nonlinear transfer
characteristic needed to produce the bit planes of the
three-bit reflected binary or Gray code and their relationship to the dashed curves of sinusoidal device
characteristics. When the output of Fig. (al is
thresholded at one half, a 1 output is produced above
threshold and a 0 output below, as shown by the curves
with solid lines. This thresholding can be done electronically following light detection by a parallel array
of sensors. The threshold output in Fig. l(a) is the least
significant bit of the three-bit Gray code. The other
two bits are obtained by attenuating the input intensity
effectively to rescale the horizontal axis. Use of the full
dynamic range (0 to 8) gives the least significant bit.
Attenuating the input by a factor of 1/2 (to the range 0
I
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Fig. 1. Nonlinear characteristic curves required for the

The digital results of A/D conversion at each image
point may be output serially as a bit sequence or in
parallel as bit planes." Bit planes are binary image
planes, each of which displays the information of a

three-bit Gray code. Solid curves are the desired characteristics for the bit plane outputs. Dotted curves are the ideal
sinusoidal responses of a linear birefringent device. Parts (a)
through (c) represent increasingly significant output bits.

Reprinted from Optics Letters. Vol. 5. page 129. March, 1980
Copyright (D 1980 by the Optical Society of America and reprinted by permission of the copyright owner.
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for real-time parallel analogto-digital conversion,
to 4) gives the first cycle of the characteristic curve
shown in Fig. I(b). The last (most significant) bit is
obtained by using an attenuation of one fourth so the
curves of Fig. Ilc) result. Note that any continuous
input between 0 and 8 gives a unique quantized threebit output. Although the thresholded outputs in Fig.
1 are the three bits uf the Gray code, other A/D code
conversions, such as the usual straight binary code, can
be achieved by translating these curves left or right
along the horizontal axis. This can be done by introducing phase-retardation plates with different delays
along orthogonal axes into the crossed polarizer
system,
The system can produce these bits in parallel by
placing an array of three periodically repeated attenuating strips over the write surface of the liquid-crystal
device. as shown schematically in Fig. 2. The strips
have attenuation factors of 1.i2,and 1/4,and the image
of the strips is in register with a parallel photodetector
array with electronic thresholding in the output plane.
All three bits are sensed in parallel in this way. The
period of the strips should be much smaller than the
inverse of the maximum spatial frequency of the input
picture to avoid aliasing. A two-dimensional array of
attenuating spots with a corresponding detector array
can also he used instead of the linear strip array.
Simpler but slower operation can be achieved by using
only one detector array and sequentially uniformly attenuating the entire input array. Ideas such as this
have been used for electro-optic A/D conversion 6 but
none have used an optically controllable real-time de-

intensity. The real-time device was a Hughes perpendicularly aligned nematic LCLV with a CdS photoconductor, The short-wavelength cutoff filter
eliminates wavelengths shorter than 493 nm to make
sure that the write-beam wavelength is matched to the
sensitivity range of the CdS photoconductor. The read
source is a xenon-arc lamp. Because of the dispersion of birefringence in the liquid-crystal material,
the read light should have a narrow spectral bandwidth.
An interference filter with a peak wavelength of 434.7
and a bandwidth of 18.4 nm was used to meet this
requirement for the read light. With no picture in the
input plane, the output intensity vaties in a quasi-si-

nusoidal fashion with increasing input illumination

because of the changing birefringence. If the amount
of birefringence varied linearly as a function of the
write-beam intensity, a strictly sinusoidal variation of
However,
would betheexpected.
intensity
the output
number
of factors,
including
optical nature
of thea
liquid crystal and the photoconductor characteristic
properties, affect the output curve and produce an approximately sinusoidal output whose frequency varies
(monotonically) with input intensity. The experimental
response curve obtained is shown in Fig. 4.
Although the theory behind the A/D conversion assumes a strictly periodic response characteristic, it is
possible to produce the desired bit planes by using the
quasi-periodic response curves of the actual device.
The trade-off is that nonuniform quantization results.
The quantization levels obtained in this experiment are
indicated in Fig. 4.
There are no attenuating strips on the liquid-crystal
device used in this experiment. Instead. the bit planes
were generated serially. Also, the output was recorded
on hard-clipping film rather than a thresholding detector array. A test target was generated that consisted
of an eight-gray-level step tablet. The gray levels were
chosen to match the quantization levels shown in Fig.
4. This test object was imaged onto the liquid-crystal
device, and the output was photographically hard
clipped to produce the least significant bit plane of a
three-bit A/D conversion. Next the write illumination
intensity was decreased, effectively rescaling the response curve of the device to generate the next bit plane.
The last bit plane (most significant bit) was obtained
by attenuating the write intensity again and photographing the output. The input and the three-bit
planes generated are shown in Fig. 5.
OEvIcE RESPONSECURVES FOR 3-81T A/O
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fringence. By altering the real-time device itself, the
response may be improved somewhat. The possibility
of making real-time devices (with liquid-crystal or
PROM technologies) having a periodic response is being
investigated.
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Fig. 5. Direct analog-to-digital conversion. The eight-level
analog input is shown at the top. Below is the binary-coded
output in the form of three bit planes of the Gray code.

This work was presented in part at the Optical Society of America Annual Meeting, October 1978 [J. Opt.
Soc. Am. 68, 1361A (1978)].
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C.

VARIABLE GRATING MODE LIQUID CRYSTAL DEVICE
During this program, we pursued several tasks which aimed at improving

our understanding of the VGM effect and at developing the VGM photoactivated
light valve device.

In the VGM effect, certain LC materials exhibit a trans-

parent phase grating whose local period is proportional to the locally applied
voltage.

When incorporated into a light valve sandwich structure, along with

a photoconductive layer, local variations in the spatial distribution of the
light signal or image intensity are converted into local variations of the
grating period.

In the Fourier transform plane, a novel additional

parameter - the intensity - is coded into the spatial frequency distribution
in a way that allows greater freedom to perform nonlinear optical data and
image processing

and to perform optical computations as well by simple

spatial filtering and re-synthesis. We have examined many aspects of the
device, including the LC system itself, the photo-conductive and electrical
properties of the light valve, a new LC alignment scheme, and the detailed
optical polarization properties of the VGM diffraction patterns.

Furthermore,

we have demonstrated several applications of the VGM device as well, both in
analog nonlinear processing and in optical digital computation.

1.

Device Physics and Chemistry
This section describes the main results on device physics and chemistry.

The published paper "Variable Grating Mode Liquid Crystal Device for Optical
Processing" given at the SPIE LA Technical Symposium, February 1980, is
included here and contains a concise summary and exposition of the basic
properties of the VGM effect and device.
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Variable grating mode liquid crystal device for optical processing
B. H. Soffer, D. Boswell, A. M. Lackner
Hughes Research Laboratories. 3011 Malibu Canyon Road, Malibu. California 90265
A. R. Tanguay. Jr., T. C. Strand. A. A. Sawchuk
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90007
Abstract
in the variable grating mode (VGM) operation of a liquid crystal device, a phase grating
Typical spatial
is 'ormed whose period depends upon the voltage placed across the cell.
freltuency variation is .rom 100 to 600 cycles/mm. By adding a photoconductive layer to the
•, the grating period can be optically controlled. Thus each input intensity level in an
o:,.K2aZ signal will generate a local grating structure at a different spatial frequency.
If
the V6M device is placed in the input plane of a coherent optical processor, each point in
ti, 'jurier transform domain will correspond to a different grating frequency, and thus to a
di'" rent in,;ut signal level.
By varying the attenuation at each point in the Fourier ;,lane,
'.n.' .sired
transformation of input intensity to output intensity can be achieved. In part,-ular, level slicing can be achieved by placing a slit in the filter plane so that only a
narrow range of spatial frequencies is transmitted and thus a narrow range of input intensities is passed.
Several experimental VGM real-time devices have been constructed and the
results of a level slicing experiment are presented. This device has the potential tcperform
a wide variety of real-time, parallel, optical processes.
We are investigating the feasibility of using the variable grating effect for nonlinear
optical data processing.
Separately the possible mechanisms responsible for the VGM are
being investigated.
Liquid crystals exhibit domain structures; these are particularly evident when the liquid crystal is in the form of a thin film or when it is sandwiched between
planar electrodes. Domain structure, which manifests itself by periodic reorientation of
the optical axis of the liquid crystal, may be seen when no external electric or magnetic
fields are applied or when electrohydrodynamic or magnetohydrodynamic instabilities are
induced by a field.
In particular, a nematic-phase liquid crystal, sandwiched between
electrodes spaced 12 im or less and with a static electric field normal to the electrodes,
exhibit domains that appear as parallel structures.
These domains extend along the direction of quiescent state alignment of the liquid crystal on the electrode surface, this
alignment having been induced by rubbing or other appropriate methods. These lomains have
the unique property that they can act as phase diffraction gratings, the grating constant
bcina a function of the applied voltage.
Cells were fabricated from plane electrodes that had been coated with ITO to provide a
conductive surface. Mylar spacers were used, and cell parallelism was'determined on an
interferometer to be within one-half a fringe. Observations on domains were done with a
polarizing microscope. A phase contrast microscope was also used, but produced no observably different results. Alignment on the surface was induced by rubbing or with an ion
bombardment etch-alignment method.
VGM domains have previously been observed in planar cells. 1 ' 2' 3 We also observed these,
but, contrary to the previous reports in the literature, we found the cell-spacing limit to
be 12 rather than 6 i.m. Also contrary to these reports, the domains for static fields
always are parallel to the quiescent-state alignment on the electrode surface. For alternating fields, the domains (commonly known as Williams domains) are perpendicular to the
quiescent state alignment.
For alternating fields of 10 Hz or higher, the cells always showed Williams-type domains.
These domains exist in a narrow range above the threshold voltage because, as the voltage
is raised, increased flow within the cell, by causing turbulence, causes scattering to occur.
This, and the very small variation in the spacing of domains, limits the utility of this
mode in any practical device.
For frequencies below 10 Hz, a mixed-mode behavior is observed, with VGM- and Williamstype domains a:,,earing alternately. The cells also exhibit severe scattering during the
appearance of the Williams domains, especially as the frequency is raised.
For static fields, there is a large linear variation in domain spacing as a function of
voltage.
For the izoxy compound Merck NV in a 6.3- ,m cell, for example, the slope is
-8 lines/mm-v. For high-resistivity samples (1010 u/cm), little or no dynamic scattering
occurred even for voltages as high as five times the threshold.
Figure I shows a series
of views of a VGM cell taken through a polarizing microscope. The predominant apparent
effect is a decrease in the period of the phase grating as voltage increases.
Some of the
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VGM viewed through polarizing microscope.

typical imperfections in the VGM device can also be noted in the photographs.
There are
places where two or more domains merge through arcs that, although small and not numerous,
have the noticeable effect of degrading the diffraction patterns by smearing and arcing the
points in Fourier space. The remedy for this is not yet known. Furthermore, inconsistency
in the grating alignment within each picture and from picture to picture may be noted.
The diffraction patterns obtained from a typical VGM cell are shown in Figure 2. The
light beam was not well collimated in these pictures, as can be noted from the size of the
zero-order spot, but the pictures serve to demonstrate the general features of the diffraction, including the development of circular arcs in the higher voltage examples.
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Figure 2.

Diffraction patterns of a VGM cell.
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The diffraction efficiency of the VGM cells is >25% in 1st order. The relative strength$
of the orders show that the optical phase does not vary simply sinusoidally across the grating. Interesting polarization effects are sometimes noted where all the odd orders and even
orders behave differently with variation of the polarization of the light.
Preliminary work has been done on the response time. For azoxies, when switched on to a
voltage above threshold, Williams-type domains appear first, accompanied by some scattering.
These domains then decay into the VGM-type domains by twisting through 900 from their original direction. The process requires 3 to 4 sec. For esters, the times were as great as
15 sec. Decay time appears to vary with cell thickness.
The quality of the domains (e.g., their parallelism and the direction along which they
extend) appears to depend on surface treatment. Thus, when the ITO film is coated with SiO 2
deposited at a medium angle, the domains are no longer parallel but are randomly curled in a
plane parallel to the electrode surface. The grating lines in the VGM lie parallel to the
liquid-crystal director. The orientation of the liquid-crystal director is enforced only
by the preparation of the surfaces of the electrodes. Although rubbing has proven to be
satisfactory for test cells, a much more uniform homogeneous alignment can be obtained by
ion-beam etching certain types of surfaces. Figure 3 shows the best quality of domains yet
obtained.
We have studied the liquid-crystal parameters relating to VGM operation to find the
most suitable liquid-crystal mixture for this
application. Eleven different LCs have been
tested and compared so far.
The VGM effect in nematic-phase LCs of
negative dielectric anisotropy has been demonstrated with azoxy mixtures, such as Merck
NP V.1 , 3 ,
These yellow-colored eutectic mixtures from aromatic azoxy compounds absorb
light in the UV and visible (below 420 nm)
region of the spectrum, and they can undergo
photodecomposition during long illumination.
Other classes of LCs, such as phenyl benzoates,
are stable to visible light with an absorption edge below 330 rm.
Eutectic mixtures
of these aromatic esters with varying average
Figure 3. Domains in an etched cell.
molecular lengths were studied for VGM under
Magnification 100 times.
another AFOSR program (79M-0553/D7283-3).
These same highly purified phenyl benzoate mixtures without dopants were tested for VGM
operation and their response correlated with their average chain length, viscosity, anisotropy, index of refraction, and resistivity.
A cell was fabricated from ITO-coated, 0.5-in.-thick optical flats and a 6-±m Mylar spacer
sandwiching the LC. The effect of dc voltage was observed with a polarizing microscope at
258x magnification for each LC mixture. The domain width d is inversely proportional to
applied voltage according to:

where a is a constant that is dependent on the particular LC mixture. This relationship is
best shown in Figure 4, where dc voltage versus grating period l/d for each eutectic is a
straight line with a slope of a-l. The period of domain structure
depends mainly on the
5
sample thickness 2, and less on other parameters according to
.i

( Pkl11/4
d = 0.8(p/pk 11 ) 1
where
P = density of LC
kll = elastic constant for splay
P = viscosity coefficient.
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Some of these parameters suggest that, for the best VGM response (i.e., maximum grating
period/volt).
I
"
"
I
I

Average molecular length should be minimum
Conductivity anisotropy should be high
Large 4n is preferred
10
Range of LC resistivity 2 x 10 to 1 x l0ll
Not dependent on viscosity

cm

Research was performed on the photoconductive layer for the VGM photoactive cell.
The structure of the present photoactivated device is shown schematically in Figure 5.
It includes a sputter-deposited ZnS photoconductor, and a liquid-crystal layer. These are
between indium-tin oxide (ITO), transparent electrodes that have been deposited on glass
substrates. A low-voltage dc drive voltage is impressed across the electrodes.
The operating principle of the device is
straightforward. The thin-film structure is
designed to accept most of the drive voltage
when the photoconductor is not illuminated;
the portion of the voltage that falls across
the liquid crystal is below the activation
threshold of the liquid-crystal VGM effect.
When light falls on the photoconductor, the
photoconductor's impedance drops, thereby
switching the voltage from the photoconductor
onto the liquid crystal and driving the liquid
crystal into its activated state. Thus, the
photoconductor acts as a light-activated
voltage gate. The high lateral impedance of
the thin films causes there to be very little
spreajing of the light or of the associated
liquid-crystal electrooptic effect.
As a
result, the light-activation process is a
high-resolution process, and the device can
accept photographic-quality images.
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The VGM phenomenon is a dc electrohydrodynamic instability effect occuring in highresistivity (p >1010 Rcm), pure liquid-crystal compositions. They require high-impedance
photoconductor layers. Zinc sulfide photoconductor has been selected for the best impedance
match with the LC. Unfortunately, its photosensitivity is in the blue and uv region of the
spectrum, where the LC molecules are sensitive to photodecomposition.
The ZnS layer is deposited on conductive ITO electrodes by evaporation or ion-beamsputtering methods. With the evaporation technique, we prgduced photoconductors of 1.5 to
5 Im thickness, while the sputtered films were only 5,000 A thick, highly transparent smooth
surface layers. The evaporated 1.5 to 5 pm ZnS photoconductors had a hazy, rough surface
appearance causing difficulties in LC alignment parallel to the electrodes. It has been
reported that vaporized ZnS causes homeotropic or tilted homeotropic orientation of the LC
material. 6 Mechanical polishing of the evaporated photoconductors increased their transparency and surface uniformity, while polymer (PVA) coating the top of these ZnS layers,
supplemented by additional surface treatment, resulted in good parallel alignment. Photosensitive devices were fabricated from the vapor-deposited and sputtered ZnS using ITO
counter electrodes and 6-vm spacers. The photoconductors were evaluated and compared by
measuring the dark current and switching ratios of the VGM devices. The photojunctions
sometimes observed can help to increase the effective switching ratio of current with and
without illumination. In Figure 6, the behavior of one such junction is plotted. It resembles the behavior of two photojunctions back to back. At a certain bias, this cell crossed
over through zero switching ratio (for the illuminations shown) and reversed to a negative
ratiol A layer-by-layer study of the elements of the cells is being done to determine the
nature of these junctions. From the results,
for devices with switching ratios above 6,
the dark current has to be less than 6 x 10- 9 A-in- 2 , and this low dark current is obtained
with sputtered as well as evaporated ZnS.
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VGM cells were studied with respect to edge effects on resolution and possible "spillover"
of domains into adjacent unactivated areas. Electrodes were specially prepared by removing
sections of the conductive coating by etching. A parallel plate cell was constructed such
that there were conductive areas facing each other, either with conductive edges aligned or
with a maximum overlap of 150 pm of a conductive electrode over the nonconducting area. Cell
spacing was 6.3 Rm, and the material was Merck NV. For alignment parallel to the edge when
operating close to the threshold voltage, domains were parallel to the edge and within the
active area. For higher voltages, there was fringe spillover by not more than one fringe
spacing. For alignment perpendicular to the edge, domains appear to either terminate at the
edge or to join with an adjacent domain. The quality of the edge behavior is shown in
Figure 7.
The results indicate that a VGM light valve is a viable device requiring dc operation.
Studies of the edge effects indicate that implementation of the VGM in an image-processing
device should ultimately produce excellent resolution.
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From the preliminary photosensitive devices
fabricated using a ZnS photoconductor layer to
achieve the high impedance needed, one cell
was selected that aligned well and did not
suffer the usual rapid deterioration seen in
dc operation. This deterioration supposedly
results from poisoning the LC by the diffusion
of ions from the photoconductor. The cell was
biased negatively on the photoconductor. This
cell was protected as much as possible from
short wavelength illumination although this
.0
was not entirely possible since ZnS requires
0
blue to long UV for photoexcitation. This
particular cell was constructed of a 5-pmthick evaporated ZnS layer that had been
polished and then rubbed with surfactant polyvinyl alcohol. The 6-pm-thick LC layer was
made of Hughes 2N40 ester. The counter elecFigure 7. Behavior of domains near
trode was an ITO transparent layer treated with
an edge. Magnification 100 times.
the same surfactant. The series impedance was
measured to be -3 x 108 Q. With 160 V applied and with the maximum available illumination
at 7.3 mW/cm 2 in the passband 410 to 550 nm, the periodicity of the VGM was calculated from
the diffraction to be 588 lines/mm. The device threshold at this illumination was 21 V,
corresponding
to a grating periodicity of 103 lines/mm. The optical threshold at 160 V is
-50 VW/cm 2 , and the device appears saturated at 7.5 mW/cm 2 . Saturation behavior remains to
be studied. With an image on the photoconductor surface of the device, a mapping into local
intensity dependent periodicities is produced in the LC layer.
Intensities can be mapped, within the dynamic range of the device, monotonically into
positions along a line in Fourier space by an optical transform. Departures from the line
may be caused by imperfections in the alignment of the induced grating direction. The
spatial positional information is coded into phase and sidebands in two dimensional Fourier
space. A new parameter, the intensity, has thus been coded into Fourier space. Since the
periods of the VGM are much finer than the periods encountered in the images to be processed,
we are in a tractable situation, familiar in communications, where the carrier frequency is
higher than the modulation frequencies. Optical filtering should produce a variety of linear
and nonlinear image transformations. One such transform, isophote contouring (or level slicing) is described below.
For a first example of the use of the VGM device, we have successfully demonstrated level
slicing of a continuous-tone image using simple Fourier filtering. Small circular annuli
of varying radii were used to select particular intensities or level slices. Figure 8 shows
a series of such slices. Figure 8(a) shows a positive print of the original image as photographed on the imaging screen. The negative was used in the experiments. Figure 8(b) shows
a low-intensity level slice corresponding to a VGM periodicity of 120 lines/mm with -3% bandwidth. In Figure 8(c), another level, corresponding to 153 lines/mm, is shown. Figure 8(d),
at 236 lines/mm illustrates an ambiguity not mentioned before. Weak second harmonics of the
low-intensity image slice corresponding to 118 lines/mm can appear in the 236 lines/mm level
slice. It should be possible to resolve this ambiguity by subtraction or by other schemes.
In Figure 8(e), a broader slice of 11% bandwidth was taken centered about the level corresponding to 140 lines/mm. This picture may be compared with the previous slices and particularly with the slice shown in Figure 8(c).
Finally, Figure 8(f) shows a very high intensity slice at 440 lines/mm of 10% bandwidth. Three gray levels may be seen simultaneously;
these correspond to the superposition of three wide-intensity slices.
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The VGM effect in nematic-phase liquid crystals of negative dielectric anisotropy has been previously studied, primarily with azoxy mixtures,
such as Merck NP-V.

These yellow-colored eutectic mixtures absorb light

strongly in the near ultraviolet and blue (below 430 nm) region of the spectrum, and can undergo photodecomposition during extended illumination.

We

studied phenyl benzoate liquid crystal mixtures because they are colorless
(strong absorption below 350 nm), are more stable to visible light exposures,
and are more easily purified than the azoxy mixtures.

Since we have been

studying structural effects (particularly molecular length) on the anisotropic
and dynamic scattering properties of a series of phenyl benzoate mixtures,
we examined the VGM response of this series, as well as several other mixtures.

The purpose was two-fold:

(I) to select phenyl benzoate mixtures

suitable for VGM studies in photoactivated devices, and (2) to look for
correlations of structures or physical properties with the VGM effect.
materials studied are shown in Table 1.

The

Their VGM characteristics are com-

pared with some of their anisotropic properties in Table 2.

The voltage

dependence of their VGM domain grating frequency is shown in Figure 10. The
general structure of the LC mixture component and a typical model are shown
in Figure 11.

The width d of the domain period (line pair) is inversely

proportional to applied voltage, according to

d = a/V

where a is a constant that is dependent on the particular liquid crystal
mixture.

This relationship is illustrated in Figure 10, in which dc voltage

as a function of grating frequency l/d for each eutectic mixture is a
straight line with slope a.
are given in Table

2.

Values of a for various liquid crystal mixtures

A smaller value of a is preferred, since a smaller

slope gives a larger range of spatial frequency for the VGM effect per unit of
applied voltage.

Thus, HRL-2N40 was chosen as the best of these ester liquid

crystal mixtures for use in our studies of the photoactivated VGM device.
The HRL-2N42 mixture is also of interest because its a value is almost as
low as that of HRL-2N40, and its viscosity is considerably lower.
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Table 1.

Composition of Some HRL Liquid-Crystal Mixtures.

11200-1

End Group Component
RO

R'

MoLe Fraction in Mixtures
2N42

2N43

2N44

2N46

2N48

2NI

CH30

CH3

0.112

0.073

----

C2 H5 0

C3 H 7

0.222

0.148

----

----

C 2H50

C2H

0 .283

0.180

0.240

----

C4 H9 0

CH 3

0.191

0.119

----

----

C4H 90

C3H 7

0.192

0.117

0.160

0.120

C4H90

C6H13

----

0.364

----

0.375

C 6 H1 3 0

C3 H 7

----

----

----

C6H130

C4H 9

C6 H13 0

C5 1111

----

----

----

0.504

0.331

----

C8 R17 0

C3H 7

----

----

----

----

0.213

----

C8H170

C013

RO
C6H130

----

----

----

----

0.062

---

0.129
0.155

0.132

0.102

---

0.307

----

0.640

0.207

OR'
OC

3

----

CH0

OCH

----

C4H90

OC8H17

---

C 419

---

0.249

----

CH

R

----

2N25

0.601

C4 90

49

3I

----

2N40

6 13

----

----

----

----

----

----

0.245

----

----

----

0.143

----

---

----

----

0.143

----

----

0.143

R'
CH 3

----

----

----
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0.571

0.228
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There is an interesting correlation between the VGM effect and the
average molecular length of the mixtures in the RO-R' ester series in
Tables

I and 2.

As their length increases (due to longer alkyl end groups),

the Vth and a of the first three mixtures (2N42, 2N43, and 2N42/48) increase.
The longer length mixtures (2N44, 2N46 and 2N48) do not show VGM effects.
Since the dielectric anisotropy (Le) is reported to have a large effect on
VGM, it may be the change of Ac with average length that causes these
results.

In this series, the Vth increases as Ac becomes more negative

(with increasing length), and no VGM is observed when Ac is -0.3 and more
negative.

This is similar to the VGM effects reported by Barnik et al. for

a much wider range of Ae.

In a more complex series of phenyl benzoate mix-

tures (containing four different classes of end groups) they found that Vth
increased as Le became more negative, and they also reported a critical
value of AE

=

However, the critical value of Ae apparently varies with

-0.3.

composition of the end group classes used since our 2N25 mixture of RO-R'
and RO-OR' esters shows VGM, and has Ae = -0.40.
mixtures (2N1l,

Our latter group of three

2N40 and 2N25) also shows a general trend of increased Vth,

with more negative A.

The effect of Ae appears to be less significant

in these mixtures than in the RO-R' series, but it should be noted thatithe
2N11 mixture is quite different in composition from the other two mixtures.
To model the molecular configuration in the VGM effect, experiments on
the intensity and polarization states of the VGM diffraction orders have
been performed as a function of input polarization state.
be summarized briefly as follows.

The results can

With linear input polarization the odd

diffraction orders are polarized linearly parallel to the VGM domains and
their intensity is directly related to the parallel component of the input
polarization.
180

The even diffraction orders are linearly polarized with a

relative phase shift induced between the polarization components

parallel and perpendicular to the VGM domains.

These Fourier space results

are well correlated with high resolution polarizing microscope studies in
real space of an. electrically activated VGM cell.

The experiments have

enabled us to produce a model of the liquid crystal director pattern within
the domains.
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A static model of the VGM has been developed which qualitatively reproduces the observed diffraction phenomena. A computer program has been
implemented to see how well predictions from the model match the measured
diffraction efficiencies. Our model assumes that the liquid crystal director
orientation rotates both in the plane of the liquid crystal device, and out
The

of the plane as one moves through one period of the grating structure.
director thus sweeps out a cone in one period of the grating.

The axis of
The

the cone coincides with the director axis when no voltage is applied.

cross section of the cone orthogonal to the axis of the cone is, in general,
elliptical in shape.
Using the maximum value of the two rotation components of the director
as parameters, the model predicted diffraction intensities for the first
five orders, which agreed with the measured value
error.

with less than ten percent

In fact, this error was only slightly higher than the measurement

error.
Work is in progress to refine the model, and to perform additional
experiments to identify additional aspects of the model which are not uniquely
specified at this point.

2.

Applications
A new generation of improved VGM photoactuated devices was successfully

fabricated after the publication of the above inserted paper.

By careful

attention to processing details, and the utilization of high optical quality
1/10 wave flats, a great improvement in uniformity, freedom from defects,
and resolution was achieved.
ZnS, 5 pm thick.

The photoconductor was vapor deposited with

Three of these devices were selected to perform the non-

linear optical process of "level-slicing" or isophotometric contouring of
images.

These devices were aligned by mechanical rubbing, with resulting

traces that can be seen in the zeroth order as a background noise.
resolution of the system employed here is approximately 6 lines/mm.

The
Fig-

ure 12 shows a sequence of level slices using a 6-vm-thick LC VGM cell.

The

objects include a cube, barely visible on the left; a cylinder; and a sphere
on the right.

The filter for level-slicing with the VGM device is simply a

slit in Fourier space, positioned at the appropriate mapped position of the
desired intensity level.

Figure 13 shows a similar sequence for a 12-pm-thick
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1

10594-3

I

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 12. Level slicing with 6 lim VGM cell, cylinder.
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cV] inder.

liquid crystal VGM device.

IFigures

Spurious interference fringes can be seen in

13(d) and 13 (e) resulting from reflections in the apparatus.

In these

level-slicing results, a far greater cell uniformity and resolution can be
seen than in that which was reported earlier.
Many new applications for the VGM device have been investigated.
the direct implementation of nonlinear functions

Besides

such as level slicing, we

have shown that all positive and negative digital logical functions can be
implemented readily. These functions or operations can be conceived of as
special cases of nonlinear functions.

The VGM device, which transforms

intensities to positions is easily employed in these applications, with minimal coherence requirements, flexible programmability, and level restoration.
We include here two recent publications which provide a concise summary of
the applications of the VGM device to optical logic and optical computing.
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Optical computing with variable grating mode liquid crymtal devices
B. H. $offer. 0. Boewel. A. M. Laokner
Hughes Research Laboratories, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road. Malibu. California 90265
P. Chavel. A. A. Sawehuk. T. C. Strand. A. R. Tangusy. Jr.
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Abstract
A licuid crystal device that performs a two-dimensional intensity-to-spatial
frequency
conversion has
been developed
for use as an optical transducer.
When such a device is
used as the input transducer in an optical filtering arrangement, image
intensity
levels
can be easily manipulated via Fourier plane filters. This variable input intensity-output
intensity transfer function has numerous
potential
applications
in
image processing.
Implementation of
a variable level slice operation is discussed and experimental results
presented. The VGN LCLV device is also particularly well
adapted
to
performing binary
logic
operations on 2-D images. This application is discussed, and results demonstrating
the implementation of common logic operations are presented.
Introduction
One of the primary concerns in the fields
of optical
image
processing
and optical
computing
is
the desire
for
a wider range of real-time input transducers to meet the
special requirements of various processing schemes.
Variable-grating-mode
(VGM) liquid
1
crystal
devices
offer a radically new approach to the problem of optical transducers .
The basic function of the VGM device is to perform
an
intensity
to spatial
frequency
conversion.
This
is done simultaneously over a two-dimensional image field so that the
a
intensity variations of an image are converted to local spatial frequency variations in
phase grating structure within the liquid crystal layer. Due to the intensity-to-spatial
frequency conversion thus performed, a standard spatial filtering system can
be
used
to
manipulate
the VGM spatial frequencies and thus the input intensities. In this paper we
describe two basic applications of the VGM device: nonlinear processing of continuous tone
images and optical logic operations on binary images.
The VGM liquid crystal light valve
hzs many advantages for both of these processes.
The ability to perform
arbitrary
point
nonlinearities over
two-dimensional
images
2
greatly
increases
the flexibility of optical processing systems . In the past few years
several different approaches to the problem
of
implementing
generalized 3 nonljnearities
have
been
investigated .
These have included halftone screen technioues ,4,,rnonlinear
7 ,8
9
0
devices
, feed back methods , and a variable
level
slicel
among others.
The
main
advantage
of
the
VGM approach
over
previous methods
is the ease of programming the
functional nonlinearity desired for a given image transformation. This is done simply by
changing
the
transmittance
distribution of the spatial filter in the optical processing
system.
The
spatial
filter
is
relatively
low resolution
and need
only have
a
srace-bandwidth
product equal to the number of gray levels to be processed independent of
the space-bandwidth product of the input image.
The same programmability advantage
applies
to the
implementation of
binary
logic
operations.
One device can be used to implement any of the common logic operations (AND,
OR, XOR, and their complements) by simply changing a Fourier
plane
filter.
Piv'iuy
described
optical
logic systems were "hzrdwired" to perform specific operations'''',
and in most cases one or more logic functions proved difficult or cumbersome to implement.
A second major advantage of the VGM system is the possibility for level restoration
at
each
stage in order to provide required noise immunity.
This capability has been lacking
in other numerical processing systems where noise accumulates in cascaded stages.
It should perhaps be pointed out that consideubit effort
has been
directed
toward
,
,
.
using
integrated optics
for
logic
elements
I '
This
epproach
is
inherently
one-dimensional and does not fully exploit the
advantages
available
to
fully parallel
two-dimensional optical processing algorithms.
In the following we first describe the basic principles of operation of the VGM device.
Then
we discuss in more detail how it can be used for nonlinear processing of images and
some of the limitations of device pcrformance.
A variable
level
slice experiment
is
described
as an examplc of nonlinear processing. Next, the Ppplicction of the VGM device
to logic operations is introGuccd cnd some preliminary excerimental results are presented.
128 /SPIE Vol.232 1980 Ifrnefonal Optical ComPuting Conference (1980
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VGM device description
The primary active element of the variable grating mode liouid cryctal device is P thin
layer of liquid crystal that is observed to form periodic stripe domains in the crtsencp
of an applied voltage I
as shown in Fig. la. The formation of the domains renults in a
phase grating characterized by a spatial frequency that depends on the magnitudp of the
voltage across the liquid crystal layer. The grating period cen he otically controf!e
by placing a two-dimensional photoconductive layer in series with the lever of liouie
crystal.
The structure of the present photoactivated device is shown achematiclly in
ig. U'.
It includes a sputter-deposited ZnS photoconductor, and a liquid-crystal leyer. m'esa Pre
sandwiched between indium-tin oxide (ITO) transparent electrodes that have been eenosited
on glass substrates. A low-voltage dc drive voltage is impressed across the electrodes.
The operating principle of the device is straightforward. The thin-film structure is
designed to accept most of the drive voltage when the photoconductcr is not illuminated;
the portion of the voltage that falls across the liouid crystal is below the activation
threshold of the liquid-crystal VGM effect. When light falls on the photoconductor, the
photoconductor's impedance drops, thereby switching the voltage from the photoconductor
onto the liquid crystal and driving the liquid crystal into its activated state. Thus,
the photoconductor acts as a light-activated voltage gate. The high lateral imoedance of
the thin film causes there to be very little spreading of the photoconductivity or of "he
associated liquid-crystal electrooptic effect. As a result, the light-activation orocess
is a high-resolution process, and the device can accept photographic-cluality image,.
Nonlinear prcess
of continuous valued signals
wriable
a
mode liquidE'c.y
ldevice
The VGM liquid crystal device can be considered to be an intensity-to-spatial freouency
converter capable of operating on two-dimensional
images.
The intensity-to-soatiAl
frequency conversion allows the implementation of arbitrary point nonlinearities with
simple Fourier plane filters.
As discussed above, when. an input image illuminates tle
photoconductor surface of this device the intensity variations of the input ime-e chanoe
the local grating frequency.
if coherent light is utilized to Fourier transform thv
processed image, different spatial freouency components (corresponding to differont
input
intensities) of the encoded image appear at different locations in the Fourier plane as
shown in Fig. Za. Thus, by placing appropriate spatial filters in this olene it iF!
possible to obtain different transformations of the input intensity in th, outout o!anp AE
depicted in Fig. 2b. This figure describes the variable grating mode non]inear processinq
graphically.
The input intensity variation is converted to a spatial frenuency v'ariticm
by the characteristic function of the VGM device
(upper right-hand auzdrart-).
variations are Fourier transformed by the optical system and the spectrum is modifi-i thva
filter in the Fourier plane (upper left-hand ouadrant).
Finally, a Fo'Jere-lpw
c
t~vn
produces
the intensity observed
in the output plane
(lower left-hanc ouer-Pn
.
Considered together, these transformations yield the overall
nonlinp-'ritv
flower
right-hand quadrant).
Design of a proper spatial filter for a desired transfor-''ticn ise
relatively easy task. For example, a level slice transformation reouir~s only , mirrle
slit that passes a certain frequency band or bands. A mathemptical forrul'ricn of
nonlinear processing utilizing the VGM device is presented in the next section.
Variable phase grating analysis
Consider a phase grating (periodic array of phase shifting elements1
extendinq
to
infinity in both the x and y directions.
Let q(x,y) he 'he
comdlex Amolitude
transmittance of the phase grating. Since the grating extends to infinity we :n Assum'
that q(x,y) is a periodic function of x and write it as a Fourier seri-s exc ,naon
2(x,y)

nep(j2-nx/L)

1

where
So

Lq (x,ylexp(-2-nx/Lldx
L0

and L is the period of the grating.
Pecause we issume that the ;r~tino
infinity in the y-direction, 2(x,y) is not an explicit function of Y.

-xt-rds
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For the case of a uniform input intensity distribution and a Pourier plane filter
H(fx,fy) which transmits only the first diffraction order, it can be easily shown that the
output intensity, I0, rcsultinq from the inverse Fourier transform is
I0 (x,y) . j-lt(j,0)j2
L

(3)

where H(E,U) is the filter amplitude transmittance at the first diffraction order of the
VGM grating with period L and c is a constant. Thus the output intensity is directly
related to the variation in the filier transmittance as a function of spatial freouency.
Using the above analysis, the proceesing
limitations of the VGM device can be
estimated.
The fundamental question to be answered is how large the smallest picture
element, or pixel, must be with respect to the VGM grating frequency.
Suppose that the usable spatial freouency range over which the VGM device can operatp
i5 5vo .
To avoid crosstalk from higher diffracted orders the VGM device can only b.
operatec between the first diffraction order and the next non-zero harmonic of the lowest
fundamental frequency. Experiments indicate that the second harmonic can be eliminated bv
2 polarizing filter so that the third harmonic is the next non-zero component.
Howevrr,
in the subsequent derivation if is assumed that the second order sets the limiting
frcquency for a "worst case" calculation. If the lowest frecuency used is denoted by Vo
then the usable frequency range is
V

=

2vo -

o

0

(4)

as shown in Fig. 3. If the number of intensity levels that must be distinguished is N,
then the Fourier transform of any one aperture represented by 2Av in Fig. 3 must be
contained within a region of width vo/N in the Fourier plane. So we must have
2Av /. vo/N.

If the pixel width is b, then the width of itz Fourier transform
that
2lv

(5)

is

2/b,

2

which

imolies

(6)

Combining Eg. (5) and (b) we have
2 & .'/N

'7)

by >

(8)

or
2N.

This relation thus requires that the pixel size contains 2N periods of the lowest gratinq
frequency if N grey levels are to be processed. For example, if 'o = 200 cycles/mm and
M - 50, then each pixel must have a size b - 0.5 mm. Thus if the device has a 50 mm
square area e 100 x 100 pixel image could be processed with 50 defined grey levels.
Demonstrction of a level slice function with the VGM device
in this experiment the ability of the VGM device to generate a level-slice nonlinearity
is demonstrated.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. The input picture is
illuminated by an arc lamp source and imaged onto the photoconductor surface of a VGM
device which initially has A uniform phase grating structure due to a dc bias voltaqe.
The grating period is locally modulated by the input picture intensity, and this
modulation
is mapped into a position along a line in the spatial filter olane. A r-e
filter ensures that only the readout laser beam enters the coherent optical processor.
Sm:ll circular annuli of varying radii are used to pass certain spatial fre'uency tpnes.
This in effect allows only prescribed input intensity ranges to appear in the output.
Figure 5 shows both the input end level
sliced output pictures. Figure 5a shows a
positive print of the original image as photographed on the imaging screen. A negative of
thc original 1as used in the experiments. Figure 5b shows a low intensity level slice
'n
corresponding to a VCON periodicity of 120 lines/mm with Ppproximetely 3% bandwidth.
Fig. 5c another level, corresponding to 151 lines/mm, is shown.
Figure 5d at 236
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lincs/mm, illustrates the interference from second harmonics. Weak second harmonics of
the low-intensity image slice corresponding to 118 lines/mm can appear in the 236 lines/mm
level slice. In Fig. 5e, a broader slice of approximately 11% bandwidth was taken
centered about the level corresponding to 140 lines/mm. This picture may be compared with
Finally, Fiq. 5f
the previous slices and particularly with the slice shown in Fig. 5c.
intensity slice at 440 lines/mm of 10% bandwidth. Three grey
shows a very high input
of three broad
superposition
to
the
these
correspond
levcis may be seen simultaneously;
intensity slices.
VG. implementation of logic functions
To see how the VGM device can be used to implement logic operations, one need only
realize that the function of a logic circuit can be represented as a simple binary
nonlinearity. The input-output characteristics of the common logic functions are shown in
The input in these figures is assumed to be the simple arithmetic sum of th" two
Fig. 6.
input logic levels. Thus NOT is simply a hard-clipping inverter, AND and OP are
hardclippers with different thresholds and XOR is a level slice function. Any spatial
light Mouulator or optical processing system which can produce these nonlinearities ran be
usca for implementing combinatorial logic. Furthermore, if the system allows feedback to
be readily introduced, sequential or latching logic can also be implemented.
With the VGM
The VGM device is well suited to implementing these nonlinearities.
approach, nonlinearities are obtained using a Fourier plane filter whose transmit'ance
Thus
variation in one-dimension is essentially a plot of the desired nonlinoprity.
For logic ooer-tions the
arbitrary nonlinearities are easily produced and changed.
Since the nonlinearities associated with logic
situation is quite straightforward.
operations are binary functions, they can be implemented with simple slit apertures, i.e.,
filters are the simplest filters to implement.
Such
binary
u or I transmittance values.
; second feature of the VGM techniaue that is especially suitable for loqic orocessinq is
The input beam modulates a
that the input and output are physically separate beams.
photoconductor; concurrently the image is red out with a second beam. This separation of
input ano output provides for the possibility of restoring the output levels to the 0 end
I values even if the input levels are not exactly correct. This feature is essential to
the production of a reliable logic system that is immune to noise and systematic errors in
Electronic logic elements possess such level restoring capability, but
the levels.
currently proposed optical logic schemes lack this essential characteristic.
optj'A
for
advantageous
Two further aspects of logic operations which are
implementation purposes arc the facts that logic operation input levels are discrete, anA
T
existence of
that only a small number (2-4) of distinguishable levels are reouire.
1_=zrete input levels implics that the nonlinearities need not hev- 9hc exact forms shown
in Fig. b. tn particular the transition regions need not be oerfe'tlv s~aro thresholds
since the input values arc presumed not to occur within the transition regions in any
cvent. The fact that only a few levels need be distinguished implies that the qrey-l',el
rcsoljtion reouirements for the system are minimal.
Howe'" -,
The opErations iiscussed above are the basic comtinatorial logic functions.
-ccqLnticl logic cay elso be implemented with appropriate feedback, i.e., imagine the
incohprent
with
accomplished
(which can be
onto the input plane
output plarc
However, with the pcsent VGM transmissinn devices there is a nrob]-m of
illumination).
sep.rating the read and write functions in a feedback system since their wavelengths must
te icentical.
Experimental results of logic implementation
A series of experiments were conducted to demonstrate the fundamental logic functions.
input fields were superimposed at the VeM
setup of Fig. i was used. Two
The cxperimental
the
The total illumination intensity on
a bias illumination.
plane along with
intnsities
the
hotoioniuctor of the VGM device was thus the sum of th two inut meu
bias ntnsity. The input illumination was a filtered high-pressure mercury
rc lamp.
!

1he

tungsten bulb source. The VGM device
was provided by a collimated
bias outillumination
A filter was pleced in the Fourier ol ,r
in transmission using 7 MeNe laser.

was rczd

to select the desired diffraction orcers for each logic functior.
For th~sc experimcnts, the inputs consisted of one vertical rectanoular aperture znd
one horizontal aptrturc. when these were superimposed along with the bias, , souare imane
Mhis
in Fig. 2.
was faimed with thc four quadrants having the intensity levels shown
corresponos to the logic truth table shown. Thus the output imzqes have intensiJy
imc)
'Te
levels determined by the truth table associated with the desired lon~c function.
logic functions AND, OR, XOR and their complements wore implemented seou'ntially as shown
in Fig. 9 by oltcring only the Fourier plane filter. Tmperfections visible in the output
plane uata ;rise from defects in the cell structure of the VGM device emoloyed in those
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,xperiments. Investigations on VGM device
pixel uniformity are in progress.

improvments, limit tions, proc-'

inq i,,'-d ,nd

Conclusion
We have described a new type of optical
transducer,
the
variable-qr atinq-mor
,I*0I
liquid
crystal device which
operates by
providing
an intensity-to-spPti'l frrceurrcy
conversion.
It has been demonstrated theoretically and experimentally
that
thi
rlvicr
can be used for implementing arbitrary nonlinearities on continuous tonn imagos, -n'A cn
be employed to perform combinatorial logic operations on binary images. The VCo
Pocrooch
has several
advantages over
other techniques.
Principal among thcsv edvan-,"qes is
flexibility of the device
inherent
in
its functional
programmability, which
T,.
v h'
exercised at will merely by changing a low-resolution spatial filtpr.
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(a)
Figure 1.

Input

(b)

VGM cell. (a) The phase grating structure of the VGM device at a fixed voltage
viewed through a phase contrast microscope.
(b) Schematic diagram of the VGM
device construction. Current devices are read out in transmission at a wavelength at which the photoconductor is insensitive.
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Figure 2.

VGM nonlinear processing. (a) Experimental setup indicating the mapping of
intensity to spatial frequency.
(b) The overall input-output characteristic
can be found by stepping through the successive nonlinear transformations
including (1) the intensity to spatial frequency conversion, (2) spatial
filtering, and (3) intensity detection.
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Figure
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OBJECT
SPECTRUM

The gray level resolution is limited by the ratio of the distance
between VGM harmonics to the object spectrum bandwidLi,.
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Fiure 4.

Experimental setup used to perform the level slice experimenLs.
The spatial filter was a variable annular aperture.
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A ORIGINAL IMAGE

B

C

D

F
Figure 5.

Level slice results.
(A) Original image.
(B-F) Represent level slice results for
various apertures as discussed in the text.
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(c)

Figure 6.

2

(b)

IN

Logic functions as simple nonlinearities.
Given an input consisting of the sum of two
binary inputs, different logical operations
can be effected on those inputs by means of
the depicted nonlinear characteristics.
(a) NOT, (b) AND, (c) OR, (d) XOR.
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VGM
Device

Input

Fourier
Filter

OUTPUT
IMAGE

A
In put
B
Readout
Beam
Experimental arrangement for performing logical operations
The
on two dimensional binary inputs with a VGM device.
two input images are superimposed on the photoconductor.

Figure 7.

The device is read out in transmission. Simple slit
apertures can be used to achieve the desired logic operations.
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f

VGM logic results.
(a) Two binary images were superimposed
to produce the input intensities on the photoconductor as
shown. Without any filter, the output is ideally a uniform
field (logical 1).
The actual output is shown below the
indicated input levels.
(b-g) indicate the ideal outputs
and the actual outputs for the logical operations OR, NOR,
AND, NAND, XOR, NXOR, respectively.
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Optical logic with variable-grating-mode liquid-crystal devices
P. Chavel,* A. A. Sawchuk, T. C. Strand, and A. R. Tanguay, Jr.
Imuge Processing Institute. Ujniversity of Southern California. Los Angeles. California 90007

B. H. Soffer
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Received May 5. 1980
A liquid-crystal device that performs a two-dimensional intensity-to-spatial-frequency conversion has been investigated for use as an optical transducer. When such a device is used as the input transducer in an optical filtering
arrangement, image-intensity levels can be easily manipulated by using appropriate Fourier plane filters. The
variable-grating-mode liquid-crystal device is well adapted to performing binary logic operations on images. Results demonstrating the implementation of common logic operations are presented.

One of the primary concerns in optical image processing and optical computing is the desire for a wider range
of real-time input transducers to meet the special requirements of various processing schemes, Variablegrating-mode (VGM) liquid-crystal devices offer a new
approach to the problem of optical transducers. 1,2 The
basic function of the VGM device is to perform an intensity-to-spatial-frequency conversion over a twodimensional image field. In this process, the intensity
variations of an input image are converted to local
spatial-frequency variations in a phase-grating structure
within the liquid-crystal layer. As a result of this intensity-to-spatial-frequency conversion, a standard
spatial-filtering system can be used to manipulate the
VGM spatial frequencies and thus the input intensities.
We describe the application of the VGM device to
optical logic operations on binary images. The VGM
device permits the implementation of arbitrary nonlinear point transformations of image intensity. The
main advantage of the VGM approach over previous
methods is the ease of programming the functional
nonlinearity desired for a given image transformation.
This is accomplished simply by changing the transmittance distribution of the spatial filter in the optical
processor. The spatial filter is of relatively low resolution and need only have a space-bandwidth product
equal to the number of gray levels to be processed independently of the space-bandwidth product of the
input. This programmability advantage applies to the
implementation of binary logic operations. One device
can be used to implement any of the common logic operations (AND, OR, XOR, and their complements) by
simply changing a Fourier plane filter. Previously
described optical logic systems were "hard wired" to
perform specific operations (see, for example, Refs. 3,
4, and 5). A second major advantage of the VGM system is the possibility of level restoration at each stage,
which provides the requisite noise immunity. This
capability has been lacking in other numerical processing systems in which noise accumulates in cascaded

stages. Considerable effort has been directed toward
using integrated optics for logic elements. 6 -8 This approach is inherently one-dimensional and does not exploit the advantages available to fully parallel twodimensional optical processing algorithms.
The principal element of the variable-grating-mode
device is a thin layer of liquid crystal that is observed
to form periodic stripe domains in the presence of an
applied voltage, 12, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The formation
of the domains results in a phase grating characterized
by a spatial frequency that depends on the magnitude
of the voltage across the liquid-crystal layer. The
grating period can be optically controlled by placing a

(a)
I

(bl

Fig. 1. VGM cell. (a) Phase structure viewed through a
polarizing microscope. Typical frequencies range from 100
to 500 mm - 1 . (b) Schematic diagram of the VGM-device
construction. At present, devices are read out in transmission
at a wavelength at which the photoconductor is insensitive.

Reprinted from Optics Letters, Vol. 5, page 398, September 1980
Copyright c,. 1980 by the Optical Society of America and reprinted by permission of the copyright owner.
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wo-dimensional photoconductive layer in series with
the layer of liquid crystal. The structure of the photoactivated device is shown schematically in Fig. 1(b).
The sputter-deposited ZnS photoconductor and the
liquid-crystal layer are sandwiched between indiumtin-oxide (ITO) transparent electrodes deposited on
glass substrates. To operate the device, a dc drive
voltage is impressed across the electrodes. The thinfilm structure is designed to accept most of the drive
voltage when the photoconductor is not illuminated,
such that the fraction of thp voltage that drops across
the liquid crystal layer is below the activation threshold
of the VGM effect. Illumination incident upon a given
area of the photoconductive layer reduces its impedance, thereby increasing the voltage drop across the
liquid-crystal layer and driving the liquid crystal into
its activated state. Thus, because of the VGM effect,
the photoconductor converts an input intensity distribution into a local variation of the phase-grating spatial
frequency. The high lateral impedance of the thin
photoconductive film prevents significant spreading of
the photoconductivity and the associated liquid-crystal
electro-optic effect. As a result, the light-activation
process exhibits high resolution.
To visualize how the VGM device can be used to implement logic operations, one need only realize that the
function of a logic circuit can be represented as a simple
binary nonlinearity. The input-output characteristics
of the common logic functions are shown in Fig. 2. The
input in these figures is the simple arithmetic sum of
two input image intensities corresponding to logic levels
0 or 1. For example, NOT is simply a hard-clipping inverter, AND and OR are hard-clippers with different
thresholds, and XOR is a level slice function. Any
spatial light modulator or optical processing system that
can produce these nonlinearities can be used for
implementing combinatorial logic. Furthermore, if the
system allows feedback to be readily introduced, sequential or latching logic can also be implemented. The
VGM device is well suited to implementing these nonlinearities. With the VGM approach, nonlinearities are
obtained by using a Fourier plane filter whose transmittance variation in one dimension is essentially a plot
of the desired nonlinearity. Thus arbitrary nonlinearities are easily produced and changed. Since the
nonlinearities associated with logic operations are binary functions, they can be implemented with simple
slit apertures, i.e., 0 or 1 transmittance values (Fig. 2).
A second feature of the VGM technique that is especially suitable for logic processing is that input image
and output beams are physically separate. The input

tinguishable levels are required. The existence of discrete input levels implies that the nonlinearities need
not have the exact forms shown in Fig. 2. In particular,
the transition regions need not be perfectly sharp
thresholds since the input values are presumed not to
occur within the transition regions in any event. The
fact that only a few levels need be distinguished implies
that the gray-level resolution requirements for the
system are minimal. As an additional advantage, the
input beam need not be coherent, and output coherence
need only be sufficient to distinguish a small number
of spatial frequencies. Many logic functions whose
implementation would normally require multiple gates
can be obtained directly with a single VGM cell. An
important example is the full-adder, in which two input
bit planes and the carry bit plane are imaged simultaneously onto the VGM device, generating four possible
input intensity levels. The four resulting diffracted
orders can be filtered to generate the sum bit plane by
using the positive orders and simultaneously the carry
bit plane by using the negative orders. Thus a full addition can be performed in a single pass through the
device. Besides, functions requiring matrix-addressable look-up tables can be generated by utilizing two
orthogonally oriented VGM devices in conjunction with
a two-dimensional Fourier plane filter. Several such
functions are required for optical implementation of
residue arithmetic. Finally, in addition to the combinatorial logic functions discussed above, sequential logic
may also be implemented with appropriate feedback.
In this application, the output plane is imaged onto the
input plane. This can be accomplished with incoherent
illumination.

beam modulates a photoconductor; concurrently the
image is read out with a second beam. This separation
of input and output provides for the possibility of restoring the output levels to the 0 or Ivalues even if the
input levels are not exactly correct. This feature is
essential to the production of a reliable logic system that
is immune to noise and systematic errors. Electronic
logic elements possess such level-restoring capability,
but previously proposed optical logic schemes lack this

A series of experiments was conducted to demonstrate the fundamental logic functions. The experimental setup of Fig. 3 was used. Two input fields were
superimposed at the VGM plane along with a bias illumination. The total illumination intensity on the
photoconductor of the VGM device was thus the sum
of the two input intensities and the bias intensity. The
input illumination was a filtered high-pressure mercury-arc lamp. The bias illumination was provided by

essential characteristic. Two further aspects of logic
operations that are advantageous for optical implementation purposes are that logic operation input levels
are discrete and that only a small number (2-4) of dis-

a tungsten-bulb source. The VGM device was read out
in transmission, using a He-Ne laser. Filters were
placed in the Fourier plane to select the diffraction orders required in each case. For these experiments, the
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Fig. 2. Logic functions as simple nonlinearities. Given an
input consisting of the sum of two binary inputs, different
logical operations can be effected by means of the nonlinear
characteristics depicted.
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Input ADrce

i
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associated with the desired logic function. The logic

IMA

functions AND, OR, XOR, and their complements were

implemented sequentially, as shown in Fig. 4, by altering only the Fourier plane filter. Imperfections
visible in the output-plane data arise from defects in the
cell structure of the VGM device employed in these
Investigations of VGM-device imexperiments.
provements, limitations, processing speed, and pixel
uniformity are in progress.
We have described the variable-grating-mode (VGM)
liquid-crystal optical transducer, which operates by
providing an intensity-to-spatial-frequency conversion.

.........
-I., a
Soet. COheren,

Reoe, So,
Fig. 3. Experimental arrangement for performing logical
operations on two-dimensional binary inputs with a VGM
device. The two input images are superimposed on the
photoconductor. The device is read out in transmission.
Simple slit apertures can be used to achieve the desired logic

It has been demonstrated experimentally that this device can be used to perform combinatorial logic operations on binary images. Principal among the advantages of the VGM approach is the flexibility of the device inherent in its functional programmability, which

operations. X2 and X,are the mean input and output wavelengths.
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